
Notes & Disclaimers Rev. Oct 2021 
General 

- Rate based on commercial dock to commercial dock transit.  Any additional requirements can be quoted upon request.

- Rate is based on equipment available at time of booking.

- For LTL shipments moving with a common carrier, rate is based on freight class listed on quote which is subject to carrier review.  If freight is 

reclassified, additional charges will apply.

- FTL shipments include 2 free hours of waiting time at load/unload locations.  For expedited shipments utilizing a cargo van or straight truck, 
rate includes 1 free hour of waiting time at load/unload locations.  Rate is $125/hour thereafter unless otherwise indicated.

- Container Drayage include 2 free hours of waiting time at load/unload locations. Rate is $125/hour thereafter unless otherwise indicated.
- For expedited shipments utilizing a cargo van or straight truck, shipper and consignee must be able to load/unload a ground level vehicle.

- Rate includes current fuel based on the week quote was sent.  Fuel at time of shipment may differ.

- If shipment is picking up/delivering to a convention center, hotel, or trade show advance warehouse, rate includes 1 free hour of waiting time. 
Rate is $95/hour thereafter.

- Rate is based on actual or dimensional weight, whichever is greater.

- Customs clearance, duties and taxes are not included in the rate unless otherwise specified.

- All shipments to Mexico via truck require the consignee’s broker to Customs clear and cross the goods at the border.  Consignee must have 
representation at the Laredo/Nuevo Laredo border crossing unless otherwise indicated on the quote.

- LTL and Economy shipments are based on estimated transit times.  Specific pickup or delivery dates are not guaranteed.  For specific pickup or 
delivery dates, please contact us and we will be happy to provide you with an updated rate.

- Additional requirements have additional costs.  Special requests such as (but not limited to) liftgate, pallet jack, inside, debris removal and 

appointments must be advised at time of quote request for quoted rate to be accurate.

- Unless otherwise specified, insurance is based on limited liability coverage only (not full coverage). Questions? Click here.

- If the shipment is moving via airfreight, per freighter aircraft and industry regulations, all pieces over 150lbs must be 4 way banded.

- Rate assumes freight is properly packaged for transport. 

- Estimated Transit time is reflected in business days unless otherwise specified 

http://www.tbgfs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Marine-Insurance-Overview1.pdf

